UDAYA POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
ANTIRAGGING COMMITTEE/SQUAD
Anti-Ragging committee/squad was formed and functioned in our Institution as per the AICTE
Regulations on curbing the menace of Ragging in Higher Educational Institutions. Contact numbers of
the Committee are given below and same have been prominently displayed at the College, Hostels and
our college Web Site. In case of any objectionable behaviour of senior students the below officials can
be contacted . Ragging in any form is strictly prohibited and the students involved would be punished
according to legal provisions.

What is Ragging?









Misconduct of any student either in spoken or written form or any action that has the
effect of harming others
Indulging in undisciplined activities that cause physical or psychological harm or fear or
apprehension
Asking others to do things that they normally will not do and causes a sense of shame or
emotional embarrassment
Any act that disrupts others academic activity
Financial extortion or forceful monetary burden on a fresher or any other student
Any act of physical abuse including sexual, homosexual assaults stripping of clothes,
forcing obscene lewd acts and gestures causing physical and mental torture
Any act of abuse by spoken words, emails, posts, public insults to derive sadistic
pleasure
Any act that affects the mental health and self confidence of any student with or without
intent to derive sadistic pleasure or priority over others

Punishments for Ragging








Every single incident of ragging, a FIR shall be lodged without exception by the college
authorities with the local police. In addition one or any combination of the following
punishments can be awarded:
Cancellation of admission
Suspension from attending classes
Withholding / withdrawing scholarship / fellowship and other benefits
Debarring from appearing in any test / examination or other evaluation process
Withholding results
Debarring from representing the institution in any regional, national or international
meet, tournament, youth festival, etc






Suspension / expulsion from the hostel
Rustication from the institution for period ranging from 1 to 4 semesters
Expulsion from the institution and consequent debarring from admission to any other
institution
Collective punishment: When the persons committing or abetting the crime of ragging
are not identified, the institution shall resort to collective punishment as a deterrent to
ensure community pressure on the potential raggers.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF ANTIRAGGING COMMITTEE/SQUAD






SL
NO
1

Regular/Surprise checks for any ragging activity in Campus/Hostel.
In case of any incidence noticed on the spot, assessment of the incidents be made and necessary
action to be taken and inform the cell immediately.
Ensure anti-ragging instructions are displayed at prominent places.
Instruct each student and parent to submit an online undertaking at www.antiragging.in
They are responsible for inculcating culture of Ragging Free Environment in the Campus.

MEMBER NAME

PROFESSION

MOBILE
NO

COMMITTEE/SQUAD

PRINCIPAL

9281090018

COMMITTEE/SQUAD

6382498150

COMMITTEE

9843440834

COMMITTEE

2

MR.PEPSIL OLIVER
JAS
MR.PRINCIT SINGH

3

MRS SOBINI

PHYSICAL
DIRECTOR
HOD CIVIL

4

MR BINO JOSEPH

HOD EEE

9944871818

COMMITTEE

5

MRS MAHIZHA

HOD ECE

9487889428

SQUAD

6

MR.MANIKANDAN

HOD SW

7904159348

SQUAD

7

MR BELWIN C S

LECTURER

7539922997

SQUAD

8

MISS LINGESWARI

LECTURER

9443592840

SQUAD

9

MISS.NAHULA

LECTURER

7339187576

SQUAD

10

LECTURER

8300136193

COMMITTEE

11

MR SUBRAMANIYA
SIVA
Mr.N.KANNAN

HOD MECH

9442077234

COMMITTEE

12

Mr.K.AMUDAN

HOD FYR

9442304513

COMMITTEE

